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Future Loops proudly presents Boom Bap - Dark Kits an 

awesome collection of premium construction kits that brings you 

dark tones , sleek urban elements and  underground synths !

If your´re looking to produce edgy Boom Bap tracks with a dark 

twist , you need your Beats hard , your Basses phat and your 

Instrumentals menacing !  

And that´s just what Boom Bap - Dark Kits delivers featuring all 

the elements you need to produce intelligent Hip Hop that has 

real depth and character .

This sample pack will appeal not only to the Boom Bap / Old-

School crowd but to all Hip Hop producers who want to access a 

truly inspirational collection of Synths , Flutes , Pianos , 

Instrumentals , Bass , FX´s and Drum Loops as well as must-

have Kick , Hats , Snares , Claps and other professional drum 

samples with virtually endless mixing possibilities!
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Boom Bap - Dark Kits' impeccably produced and key-labelled 

loops were all kept at 90BPM and with each Construction Kit you 

get all the separate instrumental tracks for full production control: 

just cut, edit & mix as you please...!

Boom Bap - Dark Kits also includes separate Drum Multitracks for 

easy Drum Loop Mixing and all the Boom Bap Drum One-Shots.

Here’s what you'll find inside Boom Bap - Dark Kits :

Drum Multitracks // Standalone Kicks, Snares, Hats, Claps, Toms, 

Percussion loops for your mixing delight!

Drum Loop Full Mix // Ready-to-drop Beatz !

Loop Elements // FX, Bass ,Synths & Instrument loops

Drum One Shots // Percussion, Kicks, Claps, Snares, Hats and 

much more ! Create your own beat patterns a la carte !


